
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF IO\ryA

CENTRAL DIVISION

DICA MARKETING COMPANY,

Plaintiff, COMPLAINT AND
JURY DEMAND

v

BIGFOOT CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT, INC.,

Defendant.

COMES NOW, the Plaintiff DICA Marketing Company ("DICA"), by and through the

undersigned counsel, and submits this Petition at Law and Jury Demand.

Jurisdiction and Venue

l. DICA is an Iowa corporation with its principal place of business in Guthrie

County,Iowa.

2. Bigfoot Construction Equipment, Inc. ("Bigfoot") is an Illinois corporation with

its principal place of business in Woodstock, Illinois.

3. Upon information and belief, Bigfoot does business in lowa and is subject to

general personal jurisdiction in Iowa.

4. This is a civil action brought in part based on the Patent Act of 1953 codified in

Title 35 of the U.S. Code $$ 100 et seq.

5. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of DICA's claims pursuant to

28 U.S.C. $ 1331 and 1338.

6. This Court has general jurisdiction over Defendant because of Defendant's

systematic and continuous contacts with Iowa and this district.
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7. This Court has specific jurisdiction over Defendant with respect to the claims in

this action because Defendant has engaged in unlawful conduct related to the claims in this

district.

8. Venue is appropriate in this judicial district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. g 1391(c) in

that Defendant is subject to personal jurisdiction in this district and therefore resides in this

district.

9. Venue is also appropriate because Defendant has sold or offered to sell infringing

products in this district.

10. Venus is also appropriate because DICA resides in this district and Defendant

took tortious actions knowing they would harm DICA in this district.

Factual Allegations

11. DICA has been producing black outrigger and stabilizing pads with orange

handles for more than 10 years.

12. These pads are distinctive and have become identified with DICA.

13. In2009, DICA adopted a black and orange color scheme in its logo.

14. This action caused the public to further identify DICA as the manufacturer or any

black pads with orange handles.

15. Bigfoot recently ran an advertisement in the February 2017 issue of Crane Hot

Line feafuring black pads with orange handles. Exhibit 1.

16. Upon information and belief, Bigfoot did not sell or distribute black pads with

orange handles in any significant quantities prior to 2017.

17. Upon information and belief, Bigfoot intends to sell black pads with orange

handles going forward.
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18. Bigfoot's pads that are black in color with orange handles are confusingly similar

in appearance to pads sold by DICA.

19. Bigfoot has a history of copying DICA's marketing language and product

features.

20. The Richard and Carolyn Koberg Living Trust is the owner by assignment of U.S.

PatentNo. 9,254,821 (the "'82I Patent").

21. A true and correct copy of the '821 Patent is attached as Exhibit 2.

22. The'821 Patent was issued on February 9,2016, for a "Stabilizer Pad and Handle

Apparatus.

23. Defendant was aware of the '821 Patent at the time it issued or shortly thereafter.

24. Photographs of Defendant's infringing products are attached as Exhibit 3.

25. DICA is the exclusive licensee of the '821 Patent.

26. DICA has marked its products with the number of the '821 Patent pursuant to 35

U.S.C. $ 287(a).

27. Defendant's unlawful conduct will continue unless enjoined by this Court.

28. DICA has no adequate remedy at law and will be irreparably injured unless

Defendant's unlawful acts are enjoined by this Court.

COUNT I _ UNF'AIR COMPETITION UNDER IOWA LAW

29. Plaintiff incorporates allparagraphs of its Petition as if set forth fully herein.

30. The Defendant directly or indirectly represented that its outrigger pads were the

product of DICA.

31. The Defendant engaged in this conduct with an intent to deceive consumers.
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32. Consumers were confused or were likely to be confused as to the manufacturer of

the outrigger and stabilizing pads as a natural consequence of the Defendant's conduct.

33. The Defendant's conduct was a cause of damage to DICA.

COUNT II _ UNFAIR COMPETITION UNDER THE LANHAM ACT

34. Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs of its Petition as if set forth fully herein.

35. The Defendant used the aforementioned black pad with orange handle color

combination in interstate commerce.

36. The Defendant's use of this color combination on its products is likely to cause

consumer confusion.

37. The Defendant engaged in the aforementioned conduct in an attempt to mislead

consumers as to the source of Defendant's goods and/or imply a relationship between Defendant

and DICA.

38. The Defendant's conduct was a cause of damage to DICA.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff seeks an award of compensatory damages sufficient to make

them whole, disgorgement of any profits made by Defendant by its sale of the offending

products, attorneys' fees, the costs of this action, prejudgment interest, and preliminary and

permanent injunctive relief prohibiting future unfair competition, and for such other relief as the

Court deems just under the circumstances.

COUNT III _ PATENT INFRINGEMENT

39. Plaintiff incorporates all paragraphs of its Petition as if set forth fully herein.

40. Defendant has infringed, contributed to, and/or induced infringement of the '821

patent by making, using, selling, and offering for sale, stabilizers pads which embody the

patented invention.
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4I. Defendant's stabilizer pads infringe the '82i Patent literally and/or via the

doctrine of equivalents.

42. Defendant's infringement is, and has been, willful and deliberate.

43. DICA has been damaged by Defendant's conduct.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff seeks an award of compensatory damages sufficient to make

them whole, disgorgement of any profits made by Defendant by its sale of the offending

products, attorneys' fees, the costs of this action, prejudgment interest, and preliminary and

permanent injunctive relief prohibiting future unfair competition, trebled damages, and for such

other relief as the Court deems just under the circumstances.

praintirrs demand a trialrr,',r:::;-:" ..Ïe thereto.

Respectfully submitted,

GISLASON & HL]NTER LLP

By
Nelmark 1^T000s677

3n 6th Avenue, Suite. 1400
Des Moines, IA 50309
Telephone: (515) 244-6199
Facsimile: (515) 244-6493
Email: dnelmark@gislason.com

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF

2152703.1
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t2

STABILIZER PAD AND HANDLE APPÄR.ÀTUS rial that can be shaped, but is of sufficient strength, shear and

tear resistance to not crack, tear or break when being used to

REFERENCE TO p€LATED AppLICATION pull a stabilizerpad ofup to 50 to 100 to 150 or 200 pounds or

more. The handle will also be subject to considerable wear

This application is a divisional of previously fìled and s and inclement weather conditions and in an embodiment is

co-pending applicationu.s, ser No. 13/633,576, filed Oct.2, resistant to weathering. A still further embodiment provides

2012, the contents ofwhich a¡e incorporakáhereinby refer- thehandle is ofsolidcore designfor strengthandto maintain

e'ce in its entirety. anchor means in place. In an embodiment the handle is made

of engineered thermoplastic material. In another embocliment

BACKGROUND lo the handle is substantially U-shaped. In another embodiment

the handle may comprise orange pigment for UV protection

Stabilizer pads are used in a variety of settings, and par- and increase visibility. A fufher embodiment provides the

ticularly to provide a stabilizing foundàtion fordevices which handle may comprise safety orange pignent, using a bright

ruppo.t h.àuy loads, includiig heavy equipment such as vibrant orange pigmentation that still further improves vis-

truck mounteà or similar self-propelled devices, colstruction 15 ibility and safety

equipment, cranes, utility truðks'and tree care vehicles, rec- The seating holes are placed in the pad to provide insertion

tåtiond vôhi.l.s,irailers or the like, where ajack, orttigg"r of the handle so that when the pad is placed on a ground

or similar support device provides temporary zupport extend- surface, there is a gap between the lower surface ofthe haridle

ing from the main structure, Such devices are then stabilized and the ground surface to allow for sufficient space beneath

by'use ofa stabilizer pad. By way ofexarnple, without intend- 20 the handle so that a human hand, with or without a glove, can

ing to be lirniting, * out igg"i *uy have a søbilizing arm be placed below the handle for grasping, or fo-r a mechanical

exiencling outwaüly f¡om-tie equipment and then Jown- lift mechanism to be attached to the handle for moving the

warclly and may be hy<lraulically operated. The arm may rest pad'

on a siabilizer ilatfbim to dispðrsé the weight, A suppõrt or An anchor hole may be pnrvided in another emboditnent

jack f'or RVs may extend outward or downward fiorn the zs combinedwithananchormeanstoaffixthehandletothepad.

vehicle. The stabilizer a¡rn and/or platform and/orjack rests The anchor hole and means extcnd from the exterior ofthe

on a stabilizer pad. This prevents the stabilizer arm orjack pad and through the handle' In an embodiment the anchor

from breaking'through the ground surface, whether soil, holepairseachextendveficallyfromthetopwallthroughthe

asphalt or conãrete anã preve¡ts damage to the stabi lizer arm pad at a point that intersecfs the seating hole. The seating hole

oijack. The pad prevents movemeniof the support while 30 and anchor hole in an embodiment are substantially perpen-

prolcting the supiort and preventing tipping or iålling over dicula¡ to each other. The anchor hole may extend past the

äf tn" 
"q,iip..ot. 

À stabiliáer pad geã.rãiry ñur u top *:ull on seating hole into the lower portion of the pad in one embodi-

which the suppof device rests and a bottóm wall iÀ contact ment and may extend completely though the bottom wall.of

,,:H',ffiîîJJï:;îft 1i'#;åX"#:*"::':.ï"".iiü:
SUMMARY handle in place. An anchor means, in one example a pin, is

placed in the anchor hole and passes through the handle to

A sfabilizer pacl apparatus is provided comprising a stabi- anchor the handle in place. ln an embodiment the pin has a tip

lizer pacl with al leasi òne h¿¡nclle means comprising a hiurdle, capable of piercing the hantlle and in a fufher embocliment

apaiiofseatingholes,andmayincludeapairofanchorholes ¿o has a pointed tip. An embodiment provides the pin is con-

anda pairofancho¡means.A stabilizerpadrelbrs to a device structedofsteel and in another embodiment is constructedof

w[ichprovides stabilizationand/orfouldationforequipment stainless steel. ]t is understood that when referring to a "top"

or a ruãchine, where part or all of the equipment or a support- wall and a "lowed' wall it does not matter which wall faces up

ing device for the equipment or machine rests onthe stabilizer when the pad is placed on the ground surface, as it is revers'

pad. For example, a beam, structure, outrigger or other sup- 45 ible.

port may projéct from equipment and aid in supporting the The stabilizer pad in an embodiment is rectangular or

èquipnreni. This is especiaily useñrl for heavy equipment square in shape and in a further embodiment may have a

suìh as truck mounted or ii*ilur self-propelled devices, substantiallyU-shapedhandleasdescribed.Therectangular

heavyconstructionequipment,cranes,utilìtyirucks,treecare or square pad will have a top wall, bottom wall and four

vehicles, recreational vehicles, trailers and the like. The sta- 50 down',vardly depending side walls.

bilizer pad can provide load distribution, protects the equip- A second embodiment provides for a stabilizer pad that is

ment oi support from brcakage, prevcnithe equipment or round, that is, substantially circular in shape. The round pad

support from breaking through ground surface and inhibits will have a top wall, a bottom wall and one downwardly

roÎling of the equipmãnt or Jupport. Such devices are well depending side wall. The side wall fonns the outer perinreter

known to on. rkiÍled in the art and by way of example, ss oftheci¡cle.Providedinthepadisarecesswherethehandle
commonaltemativenames includeoutriggerpad(s), durmage is inserted such that at least a portionofthetop outer surface

pad(s), crane outrigger pad(s) and RVjack padþ) and the like. ofthe handle is flush with the outer circumference formed by' 
In an ernbodimõnt, ttre handle rneans further comprises a the circle shape of the pad and which provides space for a

recess. The stabilizer pad comprises a top and bottom wall, hand to be inserted for grasping the handle, It recesses inward

and at least one downwardly extending side wall with two ó0 ftom the side wall toward the center ofthe pad, the recess

seating holes extending from and substantially perpendicular formed by two side portions and a base portion. ln an embodi-

totheãutersurfaceofthesidewallinwardlyforreceivingthe ment the recess is substantially trapezoidal in shape, being

handle. The hanille has a first end ancl a second end, the first formed by the two side surfaces of the side wall extending

end being placed into one of the two seating holes and the distally inward towa¡cl the interior of the pad' The side sur-

seco¡d enå into the secoml seating hole. An embocliment os faces are connected at the distal end by a base su¡face ofthe

providesthehandleismadeofrigidmaterial.Anembodiment side wall, the base surface being parallel to a line flom the

provides the handle is substantially C-shaped, made ofmate- proximaledgeofone side surfäceto the proximal edgeofthe
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3
othe¡ side surface. An cmbodiment provides thc sidc surfaccs

extenddistally inwardly at a narrowing incline, A seating hole
is provided in each side portion and extends from the outer
surface of the side portion inlo the pad. A first end of the

handle is insefed into one seating hole and the second end in
the other seatinghole to seat the handle. Inan embodiment the

h¿uulle when seatedis completely containedwithin the recess.

Iu an embodiment the seating hole is aligned such that at least

a portion ofthe top outer surface ofthe handle is aligned with
the outer circumference formed by the round pad. As a result,

the padmay be placed on its edge so that a portion ofthe outer
perimeteris onthe ground andmaybe rolled. The shape ofthe
recess is such that a human hand may grasp the handle. ln an

embodiment the recess is substantially trapezoidal in shape
and in an embodiment the side portions incline inward towa¡d
each other such that therecess is narrower towards the interior
ofthe pad to accommodate the fingers ofa hand and the wider
portion at the perimeter allows the palrn of the hand to be
accommodated, which also allows for rernoving from the pad

as little material as possible.

Still further cmbodiments provide for morc than onc

handle means on the pad.

BR]EF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a ûrst embodiment of the
stabilizer pad and handle apparatus shown below a sample
stabilizer a¡m and platform.

FIG. 2 is a top view of the ñrst embodiment the stabilizer
pad and handle apparatus.

FIG. 3 is a front elevation view of the first embodiment of
the stabilizer pad and handle apparatus.

FIG.4 is a side elevation view ofthe first ernbodirnent of
the stabilizer pad and handle apparatus.

FIG. 5 is an exploded partial view taken along line 5-5 of
FIG. I of an cmbodiment of the stabilizcr pad and handle

apparatus.

FIG. 6 is a cross sectional view taken along line 6-6 ofFIG.
5 ofan embodiment ofthe stabilizer pad and handle appara-
fus.

FIG. 7 is a perspective view of the fust embodiment of the

stabilizer pad and handle apparatus placed on the outerperim-
eter for rolling.

FIG. I is a penpective view ofa second embodiment ofthe
stabilizer pad and handle apparatus.

FIG. 9 is a perspective view of a third embodiment of the
stabilizer parl and hamlle apparatus.

FIG. 10 is a top view of the third embodiment of the

stabilizer pad aml handle apparatus,
FIG. 11 is a front elevationview of the third embodiment of

the stabilizer pad and handle apparatus.
FIG. 12 is a side elevation view of the third embodiment of

the stabilizer pad arid haudle apparatus.

DETAILED DESCR]PTION

FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of an embodiment of the

stabilizer pad 10 and handle 12 with a sample stabilizer arm
14 and stabilizer platform 16 ofa typical ouûigger resting on
the pad 10. The stabilizer pad and handle described here may
be used for stabilization of any of a variety of such support

devices, and the arm 14 and platform 16 here are shown for
illustration of use of the <levice only, The stabilizer pad 10

may be constructed ofany convenient material known to one

skilleci in the art, and lhe specilìc material used is not critical
other than it should be capable ofbeing drilled or shaped f'or

inserting holes and formed into the shapes described. It will

4
bcnotedthatthe embodimentofthe inventionshown inFIGS.
l-7 and 9-12 shows multiple handle means wherein the

handle means comprises the handle, seating holes, and may

include a recess and anchorholes and anchormeans which a¡e

described in detail below; however, a further embodiment
provides that one handle means may be provided as also

elaborated below.

In a first embodiment, the stabilizer pad is round in shape,

that is, substantially circular in shape. The substantially cir-
cular shape allows for the pad to be rolled on its edge and

discussed further below. As shown in FIGS. 1-4, the pad 10

comprises a top wall 18, a bottom wall 19 and a side wall 20

which forms the outer perimeter of the pad 10. At least one

recess 22 is provided in the pad 10 which accommodates the
handle 12, The recess 22 is formed by a projection inward
f¡om tlie side wall 20 toward the interior of the pad 10. The

recess is formed by a first side portion 244, a second side

portion 248 and comrected by a base pofion 26. A¡ ancho¡

means 28 may be provided for anchorilg the handle 12 in
place.

Further detail is provided in FIGS. 5 and 6 of the handle

means comprisinghandle 12, means ofseating and anchoring

it, and the recess 22. In an ernbodiment the recess 22 is
essentially lrapezoidal in shape. The first side portion 24A
and second side portion 248 extend from the side wall 20

inwa¡d toward the ccnter ofpad 20, and are connectcd at thc
distal end by a basc portion 26. The base portion 26 is parallel
to a line extending from the proximal edge 304 of fust side

portion 244 ofthe recess 22 to the proximal edge 308 ofthe
second side portion 248 oftherecess 26, illustrated as the line
representing a portion ofthe outer circumference ofthe circle
formed by the pad, the line represented at 31 in FlG. 5. In an

embodiment the first side and second side portion 24A and

248 extend from the proximal side wall 20 distally inwardly
toward the interior of the pad 10 at a nanowing incline toward
one another. This results in the recess being narrower toward
the base portion 26 than near line 31.

Each fust and second side portion, 24Ã anrJ 248 has a

seating hole, 324 and 328, Each seating hole 32A and 328
extend fiom the outer surface of the first and second side

portion,24A and24B, and into pad 10. The distal ends 344
and 348 ofhandle 12 a¡e inse¡ted into seating holes with 34A
inserting into the first seating hole 324 and the second distal
end 34ts inserting into second seating hole 328.'l'he seating

holes 32,{ and 328 are placed at a point above the bottom wall
19 so that when distal ends 34.A and 348 are inserted into
seating holes 324 and 328, and pad 10 is placed on a ground

surface, there is a space 36 under handle 12 and above the
ground surface sufficient to allow a hand or lifting equipment

to be inserted for grasping or attaching to the handle. By way
of example without limitation, the space 36 provided below

handle 12 when placed on a ground surface is about % inch

where the thickness of side wall 20 of about 2 inches. In
another example the space 36 may be about /¿ inch when the

thickness ofside wall 20 is about one inch. A fu¡ther example
provides the space 36 is about /ra inch when the thickness of
sidewall 20 is about % inch. Clearly many variations are

available depending on the circumstances. The handle can

take any convenient shape, provided distal ends 344 and 348
may be inserted into seating holes 324 and 32B. In an

embodiment the handle is substantially C-shaped. In an

embodiment the diameter of the diameter of handle 12 is

substantially round, and may be oblong or circular. The distal
ends 344 and 348 may take any form that will allow insertion
into seating holes 324 and 328, and may be rouncled, or may

taper to a tip. One example provides the handle diameter may

be about % (0.5) inch when used with a pad 10 having a side
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wall 20 thickncss offrom about 0.75 inches to about I inch. In
another example, with a pad 10 having side wall 20 thickness
ofover one inch and overtwo inches handle diameter ofabout
% (0.625) inch may be provided. This allows for adequate
strength and thickness ofhandle 12 to handle the appropriate
weight, and provides a space 36 providing a comfortable and
ergonomically safe gnp.A further embodiment provides the

handle 12 is ofunifonn length to facilitate construction and in
an example is about 8.5 inches in length. It is to be understood
the foregoing measuements are provided by way of illustra-
tion and not intended to be limiting.

In an embodiment seatingholes 324 and32B arealignedat
an angle to extend distally inwardly and away f¡om the side
wall 20, toward the inte¡ior ofthe pad 10 to allow the handle
to be insefed into seating holes 324 and 328 and ¡etain a

substantially C-shape. The substantially C-shaped handle
allows it to easily acconmrodate the width ofa hand grasping
the handle. In one embodiment the seatingholes 324 and 328
are placed substantially perpendicularto side portions 344 or
348. The placement aids in seating the handle to retain its'
substantially C-shape and accommodate a hand. This
embodiment facilitates grasping of the handle with the hand,
so fingers are accommodated near the base portion 28 of
recess 22 and the palm ofthe hand accommodated on the top
outer surface 38 ofhandle 12. This also allows for minimal
loss of material of pad l0 in forming the recess while still
allowing for easy insertion ofa hand for gripping. By way of
example, and without intending to be limiting, a round pad

with handles may be manufactured by readily available tools
and equipment such that the base portion 28 ofrecess 22 is
about 4 inches; the depth ofthe side portions 244 and 248
may be about 2.5 inches; and the opening formed at the outer
circumference ofline 31 may be about 8 inches. In another

example, the angle ofeach ofside portions 24A, and 248 may
be about 27o ftom a center line passing perpendicularly
through base pofion 28. The foregoing measuremelìts are
presentedas an illustration and arenot intended to be limiting.

Il this manner, as illust¡ated in FIG. 7, placement ofhan<1le

12 in recess 22 by insertion into seating holes 32A, ¿nd 328
and round shape ofpad 10 allow pad 10 to be placed on its
edge, with a portion of side wall 20 contacting a ground
surface (rneaning any surface on which tlie pad may be
placed, whetlier eafh, cement, asphalt, wood, or any other
surface) and rolled, thereby being readily moved from one
location to another with minimal effort. ln a further embodi-
ment, at least a portion ofthe top outer surface 38 ofhandle 12
is aligned with the outer circumference of the circle formed
by pad 10. In an embodiment, at least a poÍion oftop surfâce
38 ofhandle 12 is aligned with line 31 representing a portion
ofthe circumference ofthe circle formed by the roundpad 10.

The handle 12 is thus on the same horizontal plane as pad 12
and extends laterally from the side wall and does not extend

above pad 10 when the top or bottom wall is placed on a

ground surface. When recessedhandle l2 is inserted such that
it does not extend above pad 10 and is retained within recess

22,it also avoids becoming a tripping hazard.

In a further embodiment, a means of securing the handle 12

in place may be used, by afûxing, fusing, gluing orthe like. In
an embodiment, refering f o FIG. 5, to anchor handle 1 2, there

is provided an anchor hole, (which in this embodiment is

shown as a pin hole) 40 to accommodate an anchor, shown
here as a pin 28. Two such anchor holes 40 are provided, one

extending downwardly from top wall 18 low¿rtl bottom wall
19, with one anchorhole 40 intersecting seating hole 344 antl
the other intenecting seating hole 348. The terminal end 42

ofanchor hole 40 can be placed at or below seating hole 344
and34B, andmay extendthroughto bottomwall 19.It should

6
be noted that although reference is made to a "top" and
"bottom" wall of pad 10, it does not matler when pad 10 is

used by placement on a ground surface iftop wall 18 faces up

from the ground surface or down toward the $ound surface.

Further, though the anchor holes 40 and anchor means 28 are

shown in this example as extending from the top wall 18 into
the pad 10, it is possible to provide for any convenient place-

ment ofthe anchor holes 40 and anchor means 28 as long as

the anchor means passes into handle 12 for allìxing to the pad

10, In another example, without being limiting, the anchor

holes 40 and anchormeans 28 may extend from the exteriorof
pad 10 at sidewall 20 at an angle such that it intersects the

seating holes 34.A or 348 and handle 12. When rlistal ends

344 and 348 ofhandle 12 a¡e inserted into seating holes 324
and 328, an anchormeans 28 may be insefed into the anchor

hole 40. An anchor means can be any device capable of
lrolding handle 12 Á place and in the present illustration is

shown as a piu. The distal ends 344 and 348 may be provided
with a matching hole aligned with anchor hole 40, for inser-

tion ofthe anchor means, or, in an embodiment the anchor
means can pierce the handle, providing for less constnrction.

In an embodiment where anchor means 28 is a pin, it may be

constructed from steel to provide strength and in an embodi-
ment is constructed from stainless steel to reduce rusting, The
pin in an embodiment is the length of the thickness of side

wall 20. A further embodiment provides for a pin with a

pointed tip to aid in piercing distal ends 344 and 348 of
handle 12.

FIG. I shows an embodiment inwhich one handlemeans is
provided, thehandle means comprising handle 72,ræess 22,

seating holes 324 and 32B and may include anchor holes 40

and anchor means 28. As can be seen in FIGS, 1-7 in another

embodiment of the round pad, multiple handle means may be

provided. Inanembodiment, two, three, four, five, six ormore
handle means may be provided.Any numberofhandle means

thatwouldbe convenient may beprovided, and in anembodi-
ment, the number of handle means provided may be deter-
minedby weight of the pad, such that if a penon is lifting the
pa<l, they will be lifting no more than 50 pounds, decreasing
the risk of injury. By way of example without intending to be

limitfurg, if the pad is 50 pounds, one handle means can be
provided, if 100 pounds, two handle means provided, if I 50

pounds tluee handle means provided, and if200 pounds four
handle rneans provided. The pad may also be lifted by use of
another machine which can engage the handle 12. ln that

instance, it may be most cost effective and convenient to
provide fewer handles. Clearly, any number of handles may

be provided.
In another embodiment pad l0 may be substantially rect-

angular or square. FIGS. 9-12 show an embodiment ofthe
invention inwhich pad 10 is square in shape, having four side
walls 20. In the embodimcnt pad 10 may be provided with a

substantially U-shaped handle 12. In this embodiment no

recessed area is provided with the handle means and handle

12 is inserted by insertion ofdistal ends 34.A and 348 into
seating holes 324 and 32B which extend from the outer
surface ofand substantially perpendicular to one side wall 20

toward the interior of the pad. As described above, a pair of
anchor holes 40 may extend downwardly from the top wall 18

ofpad 10 toward bottom wall 19 and each intersect one of
seating holes 324 and 328. In one example where the pad is

manufactured using readily available tools and equipment,

the seating holes 324 and 32B may extend about one inch to
about two inches and in another example one antl three-eights

inches into pad 10. ln another example where the pad is

manufäctured using readily available tools and equipment,

the seating holes 324 and 328 may be at a distance ofabout
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six inches from one another. The foregoingmeasurements are

provide by way ofillustration and not intended to be limiting.
A pair ofanchor means, shown here as a pin 28, each extend
through one of anchor holes 40, and either pierce distal end
344 o¡ 348 ofhandle 12, or pass through an optional hole
extending through distal ends 344 and 34B, as described
above.

The handle 12 in an embodiment is constructed from mate-
rial that allows it to be placed into seating holes 344 and 34B,
mainlain its' substanlially C-shape or substantially U-shape
configuration and yet not split when pierced with anchor
means 28, Handle 12 in an embodiment is of suflìcient
strength, she¿r and tear resistance to not crack, tear or break
when being used to pull a stabilizer pad. Since the stabilizer
pad handle 12 will be subject to various and extreme weather
conditions, in an embodiment it is resistant to weathering.

Another embodiment provides the handle is of solid core

design for both strength and to retain the anchor means 28
holding the handle 12 in place. In an embodiment the handle
is constructed from engineered thermoplastics. It has been
found that due to its material properties, such themroplastics

have exceptional tensile strength, tea¡ resistance and consis-
tent performance in extreme operating temperatures and may
be used to construct the handle. Still another embodiment
provides for treatment to protect handle 12 from exposure to
W light. One example of such treatment is to include in the
manufacturing of the handle a pigment, which can block U v-

light. Where in one embodiment the pigment is orange in
colo¡ it will provide increased visibility and enhanced safety
and also block UV light. Any method of treatment for tIV
protection, howeve¡ may be used whether coating with a
protective substance or any other available method. The
recess may be formed by cutting material from the pad or by
preparing a fonn which includes the recess, or any other
convenient method.

Other features and advanlages of the apparatus are

described herein. The foregoing is presented by way ofillus-
tration and not limitation ancl va¡ious modifications will be

understood 1o one skilled in that art.
What is claimed is:

1. A stabilizer pad apparatus for stabilizing a jack or out-
rigger from a heavy equipment when resting on a ground
surface comprising,

a) a pad having a top wall, a bottom wall and at least one
downwardly depending side wall, said at least one side
wall having an outer surface, wherein the top wall is
configured for thejack or outrigger mount thereon;

b) a pad grasping device comprising,
i. a pair of seating holes, said seating holes extending

from said outer surface ofand substantially perpen-

dicularly to said side wall into said pad;

ii. a substantially C-shaped or suhstantially ll-shaped
handle having a first and second distal end, said first
distal end insefed into one of said pat of seating

holes, said second distal end inserted into the other of
said pair of seating holes, such that when said top or
bottom wall is placed on a ground surface, saidhandle
extends laterally from said side wall,

iii a pairofanchorholes, one ofsaid pairofanchor holes

extending from the exterior of said pad into one of
said pair of seating holes, the other of said pair of
ancho¡ holes extending from the exterior of said pad

into the other of said pair ofseating holes; and

iv a pair of anchors affixing said handle to said pad, one

ofsaid pair ofanchors extending through one ofsaid
pair ofanchor holes and into said fìrst distal end of
said handle, the other of said pair extending through

8
the other of said pair of anchor holes and into said

second distal end ofsaid handle.

2. The stabilizer pad apparatus of claim L, wherein one of
saidpair ofanchorholes is substantially perpendicular to and

extending into one of said pair of seating holes, the other of
said pair of anchor holes substantially perpendicular to and

extending into the other of said pair ofseating holes,

3. The stabilizer pad apparatus of claim 1, wherein said

handle is substantially U-shaped.

4. The stabilizer pad apparatus of clainr L, wherein said

handle is substantially C-shaped.

5. The stabilizer pad apparatus of claim L, wherein said

apparatus comprises more than one pad grasping device,

6. Thc stabilizer pad apparatus of claim 1, wherein said

apparatus comprises two pad grasping devices.

7. The stabilizer pad apparatus of clain 1, wherein said

apparatus comprises three pad grasping devices.

8. The stabilize¡ pad apparatus of claim 1, wherein said

apparatus comprises four pad grasping devices.

9. The stabilizerpad apparatus ofclaim 1, wherein saidpair
ofseating holes are placed in said at least one side wall such
that when said handle is inseÉed in said seating holes and said
pad is placed on a ground surface, a space is formed below
said handle to allow insertion ofa hand.

10. The stabilizer pad apparatus ofclaim 9, whercin said

space is at least one inch.
11. The stabilizer pad apparatus ofclaim 1, wherein said

anchor comprises a stainless steel pin.
12. The stabilizer pad apparatus ofclaim 1, wherein said

handled is solid core and comprises engineered thermoplastic
material.

13. The stabilizer pad apparatus ofclaim 1, wherein said

handle is orange and comprises solid core urethane.
14. The stabilizer pad apparatus ofclaim 13 wherein said

handle is afleasT3/q inches in diameter.

15. The stabilizer pad apparatus ofclaim 1, wherein said
hzlrdle is capable ofbeing graspecl by a human hand and said
pa<l move<l by at least one hurnan,

16. The stabilizer pad apparatus ofclaim 1, wherein said

handle is capable ofbeing grasped by at least one machine
capable ofengaging said handle and said pad moved by said

at least one machine.

17. A stabilizer pad apparatus for stabilizing a jack or
outrigger from a heavy equipment when resting on a ground

surface comprising,
a) a pad having a top wall, a bottom wall and at least one

downwardly depending side wall, said at least one side
wall having an outer surface, wherein the top wall is
configured for the jack or outrigger mount thereon;

b) a pad grasping device comprising,
i. a pair ofseating holes, said seating holes extending from

said outer surface of and substantially pcrpendicularlyto
said side wall into said pad;

ii. a substantially C-shaped or substantially U-shaped

handle of solid core rigid material comprising having a
first and second distal end, said fint distal end inserted

into one ofsaid pair ofseating holes, said second distal
end inserted into the other of said pair of seating holes,

such that when said top or bottom wall is placed on a

ground surface, said handle extends laterally from said

side wall;
iii. said pair of seating holes placed in said at least one

sidewall such that when saicl handle is insertecl in said

seating holes and said pad is placed on a ground surface,
a space is formed below said handle to allow inse¡tion of
a hand;
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iv. a pair of anchor holes, one of said pair of anchor holes

substantially perpendicular to and extending from the
exterior ofsaid pad irfo one ofsaidpairofseating holes,
the other of said pair of anchor holes substantially per-
pendicular to and extending from the exterior of said pad 5

into the other ofsaid pair of seating holes; and
v. a pair ofanchon affixing said handle to said pad, one of

said pairofanchors extending through one ofsaid pairof
anchor holes and into said first distal end ofsaid handle,

the other of said pair extending through the other of said 1 e

pair of anchor holes and into said second dist¿l end of
said handle.

18. A stabilizer pad apparatus for stabilizing a jack or
outrigger from a heavy equipment when resting or a ground
surface comprising, t5

a) a substantially rcctangular or square pad having a top
wall, a bottomwall and at least oncdownwardly depend-
ing side wall, said at least one side wall having an outer
surface, whereinthe top wall is configured for thejack or
outrigger mourt thereon;

b) a pad grasping device comprising,
i. a pair of seating holes, said seating holes extending

from said outer surface ofand substantially perpen-

dicularly to said side wall into said pad;

ii. a substantially C-shaped or substantially U-shaped

handle comprising urethane material comprising hav-

10
ing a first and second disral end, said first distal end

inserted into one of said pair of seating holes, said

second distal end inserted into the otherofsaid pair of
seating holes, such that when said top or bottom wall
is placed on a ground surface, said handle extends

laterally fmm said side wall;
iii. said pair of seating holes placed in said at least one

sidewall such that when said handle is inserted in said

seating holes and said pad is placed on a ground

surface, a space is formed below said handle to allow
insertion ofa hand;

iv. a pair of anchor holes, one of said pairof anchor holes
substantially perpendicularto and extending from the
exte¡ior of said pad into one of said pair of seating

holes, the other of said pair ofanchor holes substan-

tially perpendicular to and extending from the exte-

rior of said pad into the other of said pair of seating
holes; and

v. a pair ofanchors affixing said handle to said pad, one

ofsaid pair ofanchors extending through one of said
pair of anchor holes and into said first distal end of
said handle, the other of said pair extending through
the other of said pair of anchor holes and into said

second distal end of said handle.

¡1. {'
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